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THE EFFECTS ON DYNAMIC LATERAL STABILITY AND CONTROL OF LARGE ARTIFICIAL’
VARIATIONS IN THE ROTARY STABILITY DERIVATIVES ‘

By ROBEBT O. SCHADDAND JA&S L. HASSDLL, Jr.

SUMMARY

An inve.stiga$ionhas been conductedin the Lungky jree-jlight
tunnel. to determine the e$eets of large arhji%ialrariati.ons of
severalrotary Lzt.erai?-stu.biliiydericaiwtx on the dynamic luteral
stability and control churacta%tia of a ~“ sweptback-wing
airpl.unemodel. The derimtivesinvtxt@ed were the damping-
in-yaw derimiwe C~, (the yawing nwm.ent due to yawing),
the damping-in-roll detitwe CIP (the rolling moment due to
rolling), and the two cros8 deritnztwtnClr (the rolling moment
du to yawing) and C. (the yawing moment due to rolling).
Flight teds of a jree-$~ng mod.+dwere made in which the
derit’atives were caried omr a ti range by means oj an
arlijicicd-swization dem”ceincorporating a gyroswpe 8&ive

to ro14?ingor yawing uelaity. CdcuLztions of the period and
damping of the luterai?motions and of the reqxwe to roll and
~aw distwrbanca were made for correlation with the experi-
mental re&. In order to simplify the amzlyti, most of t.lu
caleui?ation.swere basedon the ammmpti.anof idealized art&cia.l-

stddizathn 8u8i2?m3, ~ a few eh-eckca.hda$iorwwere made
in which the small constunt time lag of the 8taM?izationdeviee
used in the tati was taken.into account. .E%%nsivecdm?a.tions
were not yuui.eby this method,however,becawe of the eztmmely
laboriouaprocess involvedand became a sy8temaiicdeterminu-
tiun of the e$ect of time lag on stabiltiy throughoutthe zatiiun
of the four derziutwtx was considered beyond the 8cope of the
prawnt invedgaiien.

The cakwh!.ed resultx were in qualitatwe agreementwith the
experinwntul rem.lt.sin predicting the general trends in $ight
charactem”stlcsproduced by large changesin the 8ta.Wityderiva-
tives,butin someemes thetheorywith theawumpti of zero @
WLMnot in good quantitative agreement with the experimental
resuh. In tie cawatheCM culcukztiorwwith tinMlug taken
into account indicuted that the discrepancies could be atb-ibui!ed
to the e$ect of the smaUcmw!.anttime lag in the stabi.lizati.cm
devicewed. Tlw results 8howedthut the only derivativewhich
protidcd a ihrge increme in damping of the l.m%d 08cil.lat&?n
without adwr8ely affecting otheTjlight characteristicsw Cm,.
{Because of the iimitatim imposed by the rel.atwely&U tize
of the test 8ection of the Langley free-jlight tunnel, howeuer,the
jlight charactehtics of t.h-cmodelwerenot appreciablyinjtuenced
by the 8ti$nem in turning m4m-euver8that ha$ been found
objectionablein 8ome airpl.wws eguipped witi yaw damper8.)

Inereming Clp to moderately hinge negatwe valua produced
mdstantl.alinereaws in the akmping of the lateral oscillation
but earned an objectionable 8ti#7wssin roll. Further negative
incrmes in CIPdid not eawe &i&n.al inereu8esin damping
of the lateral 08ciLM5n and mule the 8ti.h8s in roll more
objectionable. Increases in (71,or CmPin thepom”tivedirection
produced an increase in dampi~ of the lateral 08ciUationbut
eawwdan un.diwirablespinii?tendency.

INTRODUCTION

Many present-day high-speed airplams have exhibited
unsatisfactory damping of the lateral oscillation, partly
because of the conjurations required for high-speed flight
and partly because of the more severe operating conditions
encountered (high altitude and high wing loading). Since
in many cases ‘satisfactory osoi.llatory stabili@ cannot be -
obtained by making reasonable geometric changes to the
airplane, much interest has been shown in the use of artiiicial-
stabilization devices as a means of obtaining satisfactory
damping of the lateral oscillation.

Yaw dampers have been installed in some airplanes in an .
effort to improve the lateral oscillatory stability. This
artificial-stabilization device provides rudder deflection in
re9ponse to a signai from a gyroscope sensitive to yawing
velocity sc that the yawing moment of the rudder tends to
damp “the lateral motion of the airplane. In an idealized
system such a device produces the damping-in-yaw deriva-
tive C., (the yawing moment due to yawing). Similar
devices can be considered, in an idealized case, to vaxy the
damping-in-roll derivative Cl, (the rolling moment due to
rolling) and the two cross derivatives C*p(the yawing moment
due to rolling) and C,, (the rolling moment due to yawing).
b a practical case, of eoursej the actual characteristic of
the artificial-stabilization device should be taken into account
rather than considering that the device produces a simple
change in one of these derivative. References I and 2
present some results of theoretical investigations of large
derivative variations as produced by idealized artificial-
stabilization systems and references 3 and 4 present methods
for taking into account the effect of constant time lag in-the
stabikation systems.

1Supm&3eaNAOA TN 27S1,“The Effeclaon DynmnfoLateralStablll~ ondControlof large Art&id Var&tiom In the Rotary StabSltyDerlvatlyes” by Eokt O. &bade and
JnmeaL. Hass811,Jr.,196?.
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Varying the value of either of the damping derivatives Cn,
and CJPchanges the total damping of the airplane. Varying
the value of either of the cross derivative Car and Cl,
primarily causes a redistribution of the natural damping of
the system for cases in which the airplane has low values of
the product of inertia. For high values of the product
of inertia, variations in C~Por Cl, k cause sizable changes
in the total damping of the airplane.

In order to study the relative effects of large independent
variations of these four rotary stability derivatives on the
dynamic stability and control characteristics of airplanes,
an investigation has been carried out in the Langley free-
11.ighttunnel on a free-fl@g dynamic airplane model
equipped with an artificial-stabilizationdetice incorporating a
rate-sensitive gjcroscope. This investigation is apart of a gen-
eral research program to determine the e.fkcta of several of
the lateral-stability derivatives, both independently and in
combination, on dynamic lateral stability and control.

Force tests were made to determine all the lateral-stabilifi
derivatives of the model in the basic condition for use in
making calculations and establishing flight-test conditions.
Calculations were made to determine the period&d damping
of the lateral motions and the lateral response to rolling and
yawing disturbances for correlation with flight-teat results.
In order to simplify the analysis,most of the calculations were
based on the assumption of idealized articiaktabilization
systems although the stabilization devim used in the
tests did have a small constant time lag. Additional cal-
culations including the eflect of constant tinia lag were made
for some conditions in which the ided.ized theory was not
in good quantitative agreement with the experimentalresults.
All tests rmdcalculations were made at a lift coefficient of 1.0.

Although the results do not apply directly i% airplanes or
. flight conditions other than those investigatedj.the trends of

the results presented we believed to give a. qu@itatiye
indication of the general effects of large independent varia-
tions of the four stability derivatives un&r consideration.

,. SYMBOLSAND COEFFICIENTS

. All force ‘and moment measurements were obtained &th
respect tQthe stabili~ axes. A sketch showing the axes and
the positive directions of the forw, moments, and angks ii
given in figure 1.

c. lift coefficient, Lift/qS
c. yawing-moment coeilkient, .

Yawing moment/@b
c, rolling-moment coefficient,

Rolling moment/@it
c, lateral-force coefficient, Lateral force/qS ,
L rolling moment, about X-ti, filb
N yawing moment, about Zk5s, ftilb
Y lateral force, lb

!Z dynamic pressure,~ p’V, lb/sq ft

~. wing area, sq ft
1? distance from airplane center of gra”tity to

vertiwd-tail center of pressure, ft

a

x- 1

.
Wirddirection

VJnddirection

x

Azimuthreferehce

\l

Y

P+z

fiGmRE l.—!l%e stabilit$ S@Om of xws. Arrows indioati positive
directions of moments, forces, and andes. Thisswtamof axesis
deiinedes an orthogonal sy&3m hati-ng the origin at the center
of gravity and in which the Z-axisis in the plane of symmetry and
perpendicuhir to the relative wind, the X-ads is in tho phmo of
symmetq and perpendicular to the
pendicular to the plane of symmetry.
these. axes are hod in the airplane.

Z-ads, and the Y-ade is por-
At a constant angle of attaok,

b

t“

‘u

P
v-

P

wing span, ft
time, sec
sidewise displacement from center line of test

section, ft
mass density of air, slugs/cu ft
airspeed, ft/sec
angle of, sideslip, radians except where othor-

wise noted
angle of yaw-, deg
angle of bank, deg
angle of attack, dog
control deflection, dog
total aileron deflection, deg .

.
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pb/2V
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vertical-tail deflection, deg ~
relative density factor, mlpflb
mass of airplane, slugs
angle of attack of principal longitudinal axis of

airplane, deg
frequency, radians/see
rmtural frequency of model, radians/see-.

Aileron” deflectionamplitude ratio, ~
velocitv ‘

deg@lian/sec “ “
inclination of flight path to horizontal axis,

positive in a climb, deg
moment of inertia about principal longitudinal

axis, slug-ft~
moment of inertia about principal normal

axis, slug-ft~
radius of gyration in roll about principal longi-

tudinal axis, ft
radius of gyration in. yaw about principal

vertical axis, ft
nondimensional radius of gyration

about longitudinal stabili~ axis,
in roll

w+’’os’’+(ws~”
nondimeneiomil radius of gyration in yaw

about vertical stability axis,

nonchmensional produchf-inertia parameter,

[(W’-(W-
wing incidence, deg
rolling-angular-velocity factor, radians
yawing-angular-velocity factor, raditi
ro~ing angdar velocity, radiane/8ec
yawinfgangular velocity, radians/see

C.+Q
aPQ

2V

0=+$

%

c.,=%
~ rb

TV

hcl
c,,=—

a~

(C2)6===
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rolling-moment coefficient due to deflection of
both ailerons

.yaw@-moment coefficient due to rudder ‘
deflection

period of oscillation, sec
time for aqplitude of lateral oscillation or

aperiodic mode of motion to decrease to
one-half iunplitude, sec

coeilicients of first two terms of lateral-
stability quartic equation (see ref. 1)

[

2Kx2kzW+Kx2 C%+ KZ2CIp—

B1 2Kxz’cyD—Kxzclr —KxmC*P 1—.——
A 4p Kx2Kz2—Kxz2

APPARATUS

~ ~ MODEL

The flight-test part of the investigation was carried out
in the Langley free-flight tunnel which is equipped for teA-
ing tiee-flying dynamic models. A complete description of
the tunnel and its operation is given in reference 5. The
static longitudinal and lateral stability characteristics were
determined in the Langley ‘stability tunnel and the aileron-
and rudder-offectivenese tests were made in the Langley free- ~
flight tunnel. The dynamic lateral-stability derivatives were
determined in the Lar@ey stability t-cl by the yawing-
and rolling-flow techniquw described in referencw 6 and 7.

A threeview drawing of the model used in the investiga-
tion is presented in figure 2 and a photograph of the model
is presented as figure 3. The dimensional and mass char-
acteristics of the model are presented in table I. A wing
having 45° sweepback of the leading edge, a taper ratio of
0.5, and an aspect ratio of 3.00 was incorporated in the
design because this plan form was typical of a number of
proposed fighter airplanes. The center of gravity of the
model was located at 23.3 percent of the mean aerodpamic
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FIGURE3.—ModeI used in free-flight tunnel tests.

The manually controlled rudder was operated by a flickor-,

,

t
10.75
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L (#

FIGURE 2.—Three-view drawing of test model. AU dh&nsions are
in inches.

chord for all tests. The model was equipped with oversize
(half-span, 30-percentihord) ailerons and an all-movable
vertical tail in order to obt&in the high rolling and yawing
moments required for large variations of the rotary deriva-
tives. The ailerons were also used for manual control but
the all-movable tail had a flap-type rudder for manual
control. Conventional horizontal stabilizing surfaces ware
employed. A boom-type metal fuselage was used in order
to simplify the construction of the model.

For manual control the rudder and ailerons were elec-
tric.dly interconnected to move together in order to elimi-
nate the adveme yawing moment of the ailerons. Aileron
and rudder deflections of & 21° and ~ 14°, respectively, were
used for all tlight conditions except for the highest value of

&e”rudder deflection was &19
J-utlus condition the aileron deflection was &29° and

. 0.

type (W on or full off) electrioa.1actuator. Although. IL1l
other servoactuators were of @e proportional pneumatic
type, essentially flicker-@pe control -ma obtained with them
because control was applied by abrupt movements of the
control sticks and because very high gearing was used be-
tween the stick and control surface.

In order to have the model represent an airplane that had
poor oscillatory stabili~ and hence require an mti6cird-
stabilization device, the wing incidence w-asadjusted so that
the basic model had a neutrally stable lateral oscillation at
the test lift coefficient of 1.0. This neutrally stable osoilln-
tion vvas obtained by increasing the wing incidenco to 10°
so that the principal axes of inertia became more closely
dined with the wind axes. (See ref. 8.)

ARITPICLU-STABILIZATION DEVICE

The artificial-stabilization device used in this investigation
consisted of a rate gyro and a servoactuator. The rate gyro
was mounted on a quadrant so that it could be alkmd with
either the roll or yaw stability axis; therefore it would bo
sensitive only to a rolLing or a yawing velocity as cleaired.
The servoactuator operated both the ailerons and the &
movable tail to produce the derivatives CIPor C6. In order
to produce p“we rolling moments without adverse yaw, the
all-movable tail had to be deflected simultaneously with the
ailerom. I?or the two yawing-moment derivatives C.P rmd

C., the- servoactuator operated only the all-movable tail.
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TABLE I

DIMENS1ONALAND MASS CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
MODEL

‘Weight,lb---------------------------------------- 20.5
Wizzgloading,lb/sqft----_----. ---------------__ -T- 3.35
Relativedensityfactor,m/PSb----------------------- 1258
Moments of inertia:

Ixo, slug-ftl ------------------------------------- 0.220

rzo, slug-ft~------------------------------------ 1.473
‘iWzzg:

fitiojl wotion------------------------.--~ode St. Geneae35
h, sqft ------------------------------------ 6.33
Span, ft--------------------------------------- 400
Svwpback, lcadizzg d~,d~-------------------- 45
ho[dence, d~--------------------------------- . 10
Dihtiral, d~---------------------------------- o
Taperratio ------------------------------------ O.6
A@otmtio ----------------------------------- 3.00
Mcanaerodynazniu ohord, ft--------------------- 1.38
Looation of leading edge of mean aerodynamic

chord behind leading edge ofroot chord, ft-----. 0.99

Wotohoti, ft--------------------------------- 1.78
Tip choti, ft---------------------------------- O.89

Aileron:
Area (total), percent wing area------------------ 12.5
Sprm(total), peroent *gspan---------_------_- 50

Chord, percsnt wing choti ---------------------- 30
Verticaltail:

Area:
squmfmt -------------------------------- 0.53
Permitting w-------------------------- ‘ 10

Span, ft--------------------------------------- 0.90

&peotmtio----------------------------------- 1.50
Sweepbaolq50pcrcentchofi,deg---------------- o
Root ohoti, ft--------------------------------- 0.75
Tip ohord,ft---------------------------------- 0.44
Tail length(from0.23 meanaerodynamicchordof

whzgto 0.25 meanaerodynamio””chordof tail),
~b------------------------------------------ 0.514

Mtioil motion ---------------------------------- NACAOO09
Horizontaltail:

Area:
Squarefeet (includingareathroughfuselage)-- L 19
Percent tiga~-------------------------- 22, 3

Span, ft--------------------L ------------------ L 96
&peut ratio ----------------------------------- .3.23
Swmpbaok, 50 ~wntchoti, d~---------------- 0
Wotohord, ft--------------------------------- 0.75
Tip cho~, ft---------------------------------- 0.44
Ta!lkmgth (from 0.23mean aerodynamic ohordof

wfng to 0.26 mean aerodynamic chord of tail),
llb------------------------------------------ 0.514

Mtioflseotion-------------------------------=-- NACAOO09
Fuselage:

Len@h, ft-------------------------~--:-------- s. 67
tissseotion, b-------------------------------- 2by3

No accompanying aileron deflection was required since at
the flight-test lift coefficient of 1.0 the tail produced no
rolling moment.

Deflection of the all-movable vertical tail to produce
the rolling- and yawing-moment derivatives also produced
clmngcsin thelatercd-force derivatives CPP(the lateral force
due to rolling) and 0=, (the laterrd force due to yawing).
In the calculations, however, these changes in C.7and C=,

were neglected because preliminary calculations indicated
that even the largest changes in these derivatives did not
appreciably affect thecdculated results.

The value of a derivative was artificially increased or
decreased by varying the gyro rotor speed or the control
Iinkage to produce more_orlcas control deflectionfor agiven
rolling or yawing velocity. The sign of a derivative was
changed by rotating the gyro 180° about the rotor axis to
give opposite response foragiven velocity.

A schematic drawing of the control system used for the
CIPderivative isshowninfigure4. Both ailerons were used
forcontrolbutfor clarityinthedrawing onlyoneaileron is
shown. Thisdrawingshows theartificial-stabilization device,
the manual servoactuator, and the control linkage. This
linkage allowed both the artificial-stabilization device and
manual actuator to operate the same aileronsurfaw. The
tubes shown iniigure 4supplyair to the gyro”rotor to pro-
duceagiven rotor speed andto the servoactuators to pro:
videtheforcerequiredto move the control surfaces. Airis
also supplied to the gyro pickd valve which varies the
signalprwwreto theservoactuator.

In order to explain the operation of the artificial-
stabtiationdevice, theassumptions aremadethat thedevice
is set up to produce negative CZPand that the model has
receivedarolling diaturbanc~smai.ng themodeltoroll to the
right. The operation then is as follows: Inrcspoqse to the
rolling velooity the rate-gyro rotor produces a torque about
the precessional axiaof the gyro and the remhi.ngrotation
about thisaxis causes thepickdfvalvetomove. Themov&
ment of the valve variw the signal pressure to the servo-
actuator which defleciw the control surfaces. This control
deflection produces a rolling moment which tends to prevent
the model from rolling to the right.

An example of the results obtained from the calibration
of the artificial-stabilization device is shown in figure 5.
The results presented, which are for one value of the deriva-
tive CIP,show the variation of the amplitude ratio and the
phase angle with frequency. These results indicate that the
amplitude ratio did not vary appreciably throughout the
frequency range, but the variation of phase angle with fre-
quency was such that the system had an essentially constant
time lag of about 0.05 seeond.

DETERMINATIONOF BASIC STABMITYAND CONTROL
PARAMETERSOF THE MODEL

The stability derivatives of the model in the basic condi-
tion for a lift coefficient of 1.0 were determined from force
tests made at a dynamic pressure of 25 pounds per square
foot, which corresponds to a test Reynolds number” of ap-
proximately 1,245,000 based on the mean aerodynamic chord
of “1.38feet. The results of these tests are given in table ~.

Aileron and rudder-effectiveness at a lift coeilicient of 1.0
was determined from force tests made at a dynamic pres-
sure of 3.0 pounds per square foot which corresponds to a
test Reynolds number of approximately 350,000 based on
the mean aerodymunic chord of 1.38 feet. The results of
these teats showed that for the range of deflections used in
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FICHJEFI4.Sketch of artiliciahtabilization system. Arrangement for producing Cl= is shown.

121- the flight t@s the variation of control moment with con-
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Fmmm 5.—Example of frequenoy-response data for arti&ial-
AaMlization devica. (Case shown ia for CIP= —1.0.)

trol de%ection waa linear. The ailerons produced rLvalue of
(CJJ=of 0.0018 per degree and the all-movable tail produced
a value of (CJ~~of 0.0018 per degree. These data were used
in detmnhing the valuea of the stabj.lity derivative simu-
lated by the artificial-stabilization dwice.

FLIGHTTESTS
TEST PItOCEDURE AND RATINGS OF FLIGHT OHAItACXERISTICS

The vdous tlight characteristic rated in the freo-flight-
tunnel tests -were th? damping of the lateral oscillation,
apparent spiral stability, apparent damping in roll, maneu-
verability, controllability, and general flight behavior. The
ratings are listed and defied in table ~. ~ These ratings
merely indicate the relative fiect of changes in the various
derivatives on the flight characteristics and should not be
considered as absolute ratings that can be used to ,relate
these results w%% results for other models or full-scalo &
planes. Motion-picture records were also obtained to sup-
plement the flight ratings. One of the main uses of them
records was to provide time histories for measuring qurmti-
tative vahw of damping.

Contiol-iixed oscillations w~e initiated by rocking the
model in roll approximately in phase with the naturi-dfre-
quency of the oscillation This procedure is different from
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TABLE II

FLIGHT RATINGS AND CALCULATED PERIOD AND TIME TO DAMP TO ONE-HALF AMPLITUDE FOR
FLIGHT-TEST CONDITIONS
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the normal full-scale fright-testing procedure in which the
airplane is released horn a sideslipped attitude or disturbed
by an abrupt rudder deflection. Because of the limited size
of the test section in the free-flight tunnel, the mo”delusually
struck the tunnel wall after a sideslip disturbance before
enough cycles of an oscillation could be obtained for deter-
mining the damping.

Apparent spiral stability is a measure of the abili~ of the
model ti fly, controls tied, without an aperiodic divergence
into the tunnel wall. One indication of spiral instability in
the flight testswas the necessity for almost continuous correc-
tive control to prevent an aperiodic divergence into the tunnel
wall. Apparent damping in roll is the measure of the sti.ilness
in roll of the model in response to aileron control.

In this investigation maneuverability is considered a meas-
ure of the ability to maneuver the model with aileron contiol

I

easily and quickly. Controllability is a measure of the ease
with which the model can be kept flying satisfactorily in a
wings-level attitude.

The general flight behavior is an indication of the overall
@ght characteristics as affected by all the various stability
and control characteristics. A proper balance of oscillatory
and aperiodic stabili~, controllability, and maneuverability
is necessm-y to give satisfactory flying characteridica. The
general-flight-behavior ratings are therefore considered the
best btiis for judging the relative merit of the various flight-
te9t conditions.

RANGFS OF VARIABL~

All ~t teats were made at a lift coefficient of 1.0 and a
wingloading of 3.85 pounds per square foot which corresponds
to a value for the rdative density parameter P of 12.58 at
sea level. The ranges of values of the four articially varied
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derivatives for which flight tests were mzide me given in the
following table:

.

i

. Valuefor
Lkivatlve m~oin If=lse -

mnditbn

cm, -aZ1 –72 to 1.s
‘ cl, —.32 —7.3to .1

c~ .13 –29t03J
CL, —.07. –.7 to .9

The values of the derivatives for me model in the basic
condition were determined from force tests to an accuracy
of two decimal places. For the artificial variation of the
derivatives, however, the values could be determined to an
accuracy of only one decimal place.

CALCULATIONS
l~ost of the calculations were made, time lag being neg-

lected, by the method of reference 1 to determine the effects
of large variations of the four derivatives on period and
damping for the flight-test conditions listed in table IT.
The mass and aerodynamic parametem used in the calcula-
tions are also listed in table 11

For certain conditions in which the experimental and eel-
culated results were not in “good quantitative agreement,
additional calculations were made in which the effect of time
lag in the artificial-stabilization device was considered.
These calculations were made for a constant time lag of 0.05
second by the method of referenca 3. Extensive calculatio~
were not made by this method, however, because of the
extremely laborious process involved and because a sys-
tematic determination of the effect of time lag on stability
throughout the variation of the four derivative was con-
sidered beyond the scope of the prwent investigation.

The damping of both the oscillatory and aperiodic motions
is e.spressedin terms of the damping factor I/TIp, the re-
ciprocal of the time to damp to one-half amplitude. Positive
values of this damping factor indiwatestabili@- and negative
values indicate instability (or time to double amplitude).
Calculations of motions were also made by the method of
reference 9 on a Reeves Electronic Analog Computer for
some representative flight-teat conditions (table Q to
determine the response to a rolling- or a yawing-moment dis-
turbance of 0.01. In these motion calculations the disturb-
ance was applied in one direction for approximately one-half
the calculated period of the oscillation and then applied in
the opposite direction for an equal length of time.

RESULTSAND DISCUSSION
P~ENTATION OF RIHULTS

The experimental results are presentedprimarily in the
form of ratings for the dynamic stability, control, and general
flight behavior based on the pilot’s comments and, in some
crises,these ratings are supplemented by time histories of the
motions of the model taken horn motion-picture records.

The experimental and calculated results are presented in
figures 6 to 17. The flight ratings are presented in table 11
and examples of time histcriea showing the changes in the
flight characteristics of the model throughout the variation of
eack derivative are presented in figures 6, 9, 12, and 16.

The calculated dynamic lateral stability characteristics of
the model for the range of each derivative covered in the
investigation are presented in figures 7, 10, 13, rmcl16 in the
form of period and damping of the lateral oscillation and
damping of the aperiodic or nonoscillatory modes of motion.
Experimental valuea of period and damping of the short-
period lateral oscillation determined from the flight-test
records are also shown in these figures for comparison with
the theoretical results. The damping of both the oscillatory
motion and the aperiodic motion is exprawed in terms of the
damping factor I/TIm

The calculated response of the model to rolling and yawing
disturbances for various values of each derivative is prc-
“sented in figures 8, 11, 14, and 17. The primary reason for
_ these calculations wcs to obtain a theoretical indica-
tion of the effect of changea in the various derivatives on the
initial response and resulting motions for use in explaining
the flight-kst results.

The effects on dynamic stability, control, and general
flQht behavior of axt&klly varying the derivatives me dis-
cussed independently for each derivative. Results me pre-
sented for a wide range of values (both positive and negative)
for each derivative; however, since damping of the lateral
oscillation is the primary function of any artificial-
stabilization system, only variations of the derivatives in the
direction which produces improvement in oscillatory stability
are discussed in detail.

The &xperimental results, based on flight ratings for.
oscillatory stability and general flight behavior, are sum-
marized in figure 18. h this summary a comparison is made
of the improvements in oscillalmy stability and of the accom-
panying changes in general flight behavior obtained by vnry-
iug the different derivatives.

The effects of each derivative on the total damping of the
system are presented in figure 19. These results are pre-
sented in order to provide a better understanding of the
eflects of the diihrent derivatives on oscillatory stability and
general ~t behavior.

A comparison of the calculated effects of the four dwiva-
tives is shown in figure 20 in order to show the relative
effectiveness of each derivative in providing satisfactory
oscillatory stability. For this comparison the period and
dmnping factor have been scaled up so that the results can
also be compared directly with the Air Force and Navy
damping requirements (refs. 10 and 11). In scaling up these

values the model was assumed to be a &ale model of cm

airplane; therefore, the period of the model was multiplied by
3 and the damping factor was divided by 3.
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~FE~ OEYAWING MOMENT DUE TO YAWING ~

As c., wrw increased in the negktive hection, the damping

of the lateral oscillation increased up to an optimum value

and then decreased while the apparent spiral stability con-
tinued to improve. In this range the lateral control was
good, and no apparerit loss of maneuverabili~ occurred with
increasing C&. The best general flight behavior was ob-
tained with a value of Cm,sdightiy greater than that which
produced the gredest damping of the oscillation. A de-
tailed discussion of the changes in dynamic stability, conhol,
and general flight behavior is given in the following sections.

Dynamic stability.-b the basic condition (C=,= –0.21),
the model had neutral oscillatory stability. The ilight
records of figure 6 indicate that moderate increasea in the
value of Cs, in the negative direction caused a marked im-

..

provement in damping of the short-period lateral oscillation.

Further negative increaaes in the value of Cn, caused a
reduction in d&nping of the osculation; in fact, oscillatory
instability was obtained with a value of Cm,of .—7.2. It
appeared to the pilot that the best damping of the oscillation
was obtained with values of OX~between —1 and —3.

When C% was varied in the positive direction from the
basic condition, the lateral oscillation became unstable.
This instability iucreased until, at a value of C=, of 1.8, the
model became so unstable that sustained flight was impos-
sible. Neitlmr the period nor the time for the oscillation to
double amplitude could be estimated from the flight-test
rmults ti” this range of C.r beoause the model could not be
allowed to fly Uncontrolled for more than a second or two
at a time.

The comparison of the calculated and experimental values
of period and damping of the lateral oscillation sliown in
figure 7 indicates good agreement for the various values of
Csr covered in the tests. These results indioate that maxi-
mum damping of the oscillation was obtained with a wdue of
C% of about –2.o. For this value of C,,, the lateral oscill-
ation damped to one-half amplitude in about 0.9 second.
These results also show that the- period of the oscillation
increased from about 1.4 seconds to about 2.2 seconds as
Cq was varied from –0.21 to –7.2.

For the higher negative values of C*, (–3.2’to –7.2), tho
flight t&s indicated that the lateral motion of the model
progressively changed from the normal Dutch roll oscillation
to a pendulum type of oscillation that consisted mainly of
roll and sidewise displacement. The time histories of figure 6
show that at a value of C% of —7.2 the ratio of yam to roll is
approximately one-half the value obtained in the basic con-
dition. This decre~e in the ratio of yaw to roll is attfibutecl
to the fact that increasing the damping in yaw crmseapostial
restraint of the yawing motions. This change in the nature
of the lateral oscillation is also shown in the calculated
motions in figure 8.

During the flight teats a changa was also noted in the
nonoscillatory dynamic lateral stability of the model as C~~
was varied. Although the damping of the aperiodic modes
of motion could not be measured horn the flight-test records,
*the fiilot was aware of increasingly better apparent spiral
stability as C,, was increaaed negatively since the model
would fly for long pefiods of time with controls fixed despite
the natural gustiness of the air flow. This increase in ap-
parent spiral shbility is shown by the time histories (fig. 0)
which indicati that it was possible to obtain longer uncon-
trolled fI@h~ records as C., was increased negatively despite

the lightly damped or, unstable oscillations at the higher
negative values of Cm,. Since the pilot considered this

flight characteristic desirable, the best spiral-stability ratings
were obtained with the higher negative values of C~,.

#
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The calculated stability @ the negative Cm,range (fig. 7)
indicatea that the aperiodic modes merge to form a second
oscillation for values of C% between -2.0 and —5.2. This
oscillation was so heavily damped that it was never observed
in the model flights. The constantly increasing apparent
spiral stability observed in the ‘fl@t tests as C,, was varied
in the negative direction appears to correspond to the in-
crezuing stability of first the spiral mode and then the long-
period oscillation.

Contiol.-The Iaterd control characteristics are pre-
sented in table 11 in the form of ratings based on the pilot’s
opinion of the controllability and maneuverabili~ of the
model for various values of CW

It maybe seen from this table that as C.Tvm.svaried in the
negative direction the controllability improved. In the
basic condition (case 7), despite the undamped oscillation,
the model could be flown with only occasional corrective
control deflections to keep the model in the center of the test
section. As C% was increased in the negative direction, the
model required progressively less control and with the higher
values of C., would fly uncontrolled for relatively long periods

of time.. (See fig. 6.) The best lateml control of the model
was obtained with a value of C., of —3.2, when the lateral

‘ motion of the model following a disturbance would completely
die out before any corrective control was required. When
Car was varied in the positive direction, the lateral control
characteristic became worse. The model was bareIy
controllable with the most positive value of Cm,tested (We
9) since the unstable oscillatory motion and the unstable
spiral mode necessitated constant corrective control de-
flections to prevent the model from crashing.

In the opinion of the pilot the model had adequate ma-
neuverability throughout the range of Q*, tested in that the
model could be maneuvered to any desired position in the
tunnel quickly and easily. In fact, had the model not been
easily maneuverable, flight with positive values of C%,might
have been impossiblebecause of both oscillatory and spiral
instability. In the negative range of C%, it was not possible
to note the decreased maneuverability or increwxi stifhmw
in making turns which has been experienced with some
airplanes equipped with yaw dampem (ref. 12) since steady
turning maneuvers cannot be made in the Langley free-flight
tunnel because of restrictions imposed by the size of the test
section.

Qeneral flight behavior.-The general flight behavior of
the model in the basic condition (case 7) was not satisfactory
because of the undamped lateral oscillation. As C=, was
increased negatively, the general flight behavior of the model
improved as a result of both the increased damping of the
oscillation and the improved spiral stability. The best
general flight behavior was obtained with a vqlue of C% of
—3.2 (c.ww 3). Although this value of C-, produced less
damping of the oscillation than the maximum obtained with
Cm, equal to –2.2, the pilot felt that the overall flight

.

characteristics obtained were a- little better because of the
better spiral stability and because the model nppoared to
be somewhat easier to control. As CnrWMfurther incremed
negatively, the progressive decrease in oscillatory stability
and the appearance of the objectionable pendulum type of
oscillation resulted in poorer general flight behavior. With
values of C,, grqater than —5.2 (cases 1 and 2), the overall
tight characteristicsof the model were unsatisfactory because
of the lightly damped or unstable oscillation.

When Cm,was increased in the positive direction from the
basic condition (cases 8 and 9), the general flight behavior
became very poor because of both the oscillatory and spiral
instability.

EFFECTOFROIJJNGMOMENTDUBTOEOLLINGClp

Small negative incremes in the value of Clp caused tho
damping of the lateral oscillation to improve, rapidly, but
further negative ticreases in C~presulted in no further im-
provement in the oscillatory stability. Most of the clamping
added to the system by these further increaaes in Clv was
absorbed by the aperiodic rolling mode so that the model
appeared to be very stiff in roll. Although this fright char-
acteristic caused the model to have very poor maneuver
ability in roll, the model was very easy to contrel in a
wings-level attitude. The general flight behavior was con-
sidered satisfactory only for small negative valuea of CIP.

Dynamic stabili~.-The results for the damping of the
lateral oscillation indicate that as Clp was increased in the
negative direction from the basic value of —0.32 the clamping
rapidly improved for values of CIPup to about —0.6 (case
13, table II). h C,Pwas further increased, the oscillation
could not be initiated because the rolling mode w= so heavily
damped that the model ma ewentidly restrainedfrom rolling
(cases 10 and 11). The time histories in figure 9 show this
change in th6 nature of the motion. In the high negative
range of Cl, (–1.0 to —7.0), some flights were made in which
the initiation of oscillations by rudder deflection was d-
tempted, but these attempts to obtain oscillations were not
successful because the model sideslipped into the tunnel wall
before enough cycles of the oscillation were obtained to per-
mit measurement of the damping. With a value of Clr of
–0.8, the oscillation damped to one-half amplitude in about
1.4 seconds.

The flight records show that increasing Ctvin the positive
kection caused the lateral oscillation of the model to become
unstable. This instability increased very rapidly and, with
J rather small positive value of’ CIP (0.1), sustained flight
wasimpossible.

A comptin of the experimental and calculated values of
period and damping of the model is presented in figure 10.
17heseresultsshow that the experimental values of period and
b.mping are in fairly good agreement with the calculated
ralues for the limited range of negative Clflwhere the period
md damping could b-emeasured. The calculations show that

.
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for negative values of C,p greater than –0.9 damping of the
oscillation did not increase further. Although the calcula-
tions correctly predicted the existence of an unstable oscilla-
tion in the positive Clmregion, the oscillatory i.nstabili@

(
.

1

)
—= —0.50 determined from the flight-test results for
T,p

CIP=O.10 was not so severe as that predicted by the cal-
culations in which time lag was aasumed to be negligible

( 1

)
—=–1.70 .
T112

Additional calculations showed that for

this same value of Cfn a value of l/Tip of zero (neutral sta-
bility) would be obtained with a time lag of about 0.10 second.
By interpolation the calculated results can be assumed to
indicate that the actual time lag of 0.05 second lmown to
exist in the stabilization device would result iu a value of
l/Tip of about –0.85, which is in better agreement with the
experimentally determined value of —0.60. The discrepancy
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experimental data.

betmvee~ the measured and calculated valu&of damping shown
in figure 10 may therefore be attributed at least partly to the
effect of time lag”in the stabilization system.

The most significant change in the dynamic stability of the
model as 012 was varied in the negative direction was the
very rapid increase in stability of the rolling mode. In the
flight tests this increase in rolling stability was evidenced by
an inm.easein the stiffness in roll as (?JPwas increased nega-
tively. With very large negativ~ values of (?,Pthe model was
essentially restrained from rolling. When Czpwas increased
in the positive direction from the basic condition, the model
became overly sensitive to aileron control; this sensitivity
indicates that the stability of the rolling mode demeased.
No noticeable change in damping of the spiral mode of motion
occurred throughout the CZPrange covered in the teak.

The tendency toward rcstraintiin roll experienced in the
flight tests is indicated in the calculated results (fig. 10)
which show that one of the aperiodic modes (the rolling mode)
became i.ncreasin@y stable as C,, was increased negatively.
The calculated response for various values of Crppresented in
figure 11 shows the reduction in amplitude of the-rolling mo-
tion w Cl? was increased negatively from the basio condition.
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The flight records (fig. 9) show that the negative damping
in roll (positive Cl) caused the model to have an unstable
oscillation rather than an aperiodic divergenm, or roll-off.
Apparently the reason-for this result is the fact that the roll-
ing mode was still stable for the highest positive value of
C,, covered in the tests. (See fig. 10.)

Control,-The l@wal-control ratings presented in table ~
indicate that increasing Clp.in the negative direction caused
the model to have good contrdability but poor maneuver-
ability (cases 10 to 14). The tendency toward restraint in
roll imposed by high negative values of .CIP,although un-
desirable for ,maneuverability, caused the model to be very
steady and to require very little corrective contmol when

flown in a steady wings-level attitude. The best laternl
control characteristics were obtained with a value of Clr
of about —0.6, where the oscillation required little control
and the stifhms in roll was not excessive. The overnll
lateral control characteristics of the model with very lnrge
negative values of CIPwere consid&ed unsatisfactory because
of”the reduced maneuverability.

The adverse effect of high negative values of C,Pon maneu-
verability might be eliminated without pncficing the
desirable steadiness in wings-level ilight by utilizing a control
syetem similar ti that suggested in reference .12 for an air-
plane equipped with a yaw damper. In performing maneu-
vers with. an airplane equipped with one form of such a
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control system, deflection of the control stick would not
directly deflect the ailerons but would modify the eigmd
from the rate-sensing device to the servoactuator such that
the aileron would be deflected in the manner required to
perfomn the desired maneuver. The stiflnessin ro!l apparent
to the pilot could thereby be greatly reduced. In some pre-
liminary tests with rmother model, results with this type of
control system have been very satisfactory.

When C,, was varied in the positive direction from the
basic condition (from ease’7 to case 15), constant corrective
control was required because of the unstable oscillation, but
the model was highly maneuverable in roll. This increase
in maneuverability was attributed to the reduced damping
of the rolling mode. (See fig. 10.)

General flight behavior.-The two important factors
affecting the overall flight characteristics of the model when
Czpwas varied were the damping of the oscillation and the
overdamping of the rolling mode. The best general flight
bohaxior was obtained with a value of C,pof –0.8 (case 12).
For this condition, the oscillation damped to on-half ampli-
tude in about 1.4 seconds and the tendency toward restraint
in roll was not considered too objectionable, although the
model did have less rolling maneuverability than is normally
desired. Steady wings-level ilights with this value of Clp
were very smooth and the model required very little correc-
tive control.

For valueEof (?,Pbetween –0.5 and 0.1 (cases 14, 7, .and-
16), the general flight behavior was poor because of unsatis-
factory damping of the lateral oscillation. With values of
C,p between –0.8 and —7.3 (casw 10 to 12), the general
flight behavior was considered unsatisfactory becaus,e the
rolling mode was so heavily damped that the rolling maneu-
verability of the model was impaired. ,

EFFECTOFROLLINGMOMENTDUETOYAWINGCL

Increasing Ob in the positive direction improved the
damping of the lateral oscillation but caused the model to
become very spirally unstable. No flight condition in which
01, was varied was considered appreciably better than the
basic flight condition.

Dynamic stability.-The flight teds show that the damp-

ing of the lateral oscillation improved very slightly when OJ,

was increased from the basic value of 0.13 to a value of 0.3

(fig. 1!2 and table ~, but the model became more diilicult

to fly despite this increase in damping. With values of Or,

greater than 0.3, attempts to measure the damping of the

oscillation were not successful because ahnost eontinuom

corrective control was required to keep the model horn diverg-

ing into the tunnel walls. In this range of 01,, however, it

was apparent to the pilot that the dampi@ of the oscillation
was increas”~ with increasing (?1,. (See cases 19 and 20,
table II.)

When Cl, was varied in the negative direction from th(
basic condition, oscillatory instabili@ was obtained, bui
even with the highest negative value of Cl, covered in th[
tests (—2.9), this instability was not great enough to malu

0-5 “

Time, t, sec

FIGURE 12.—)?@ht records of the lateral motions for various
value9 of Clr

the model unilyable. For this value of 0,,, the oscillation

doubled amplitude fi’about 3.o seconds.

A comparison of the calculated and experimental values

of period and damping as atlected by changes in CI, is pre-

sented in figure 13. In the positive C,, ~e above. 0.3,

no quantitative data on the damping of the oscillation

could be obtained, as previously mentioned. The data of

figure 13 show that, for all values of cl, except those close

to the basic value of 0.13, the calculated damping of the’

oscillation is in rather poor ‘agreement with the expe.rinmntal

results. In the negative d,; range the instabili~ of the

oscillation was not nearly as severe as that predicted by

the calcuhtioti in which time lag was neglected. For the

value of 04 of —2.9, the measured value of l/T1fl was about
—0.35, whereas that calculated with the assumption of
zero time lag was-‘approxiinately —2.50. In an effort to
explain this large difference between the experimental and
calculated results, additional calculations were made in
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which the constant time lag of 0.05 second was taken into

account.
(

The result of these calculations ~1—=–1.32
1P )

was in closer agreement with the experimental mdue of
l/TIP. The discrepancy between the measured and calcu-
lated values of damping shown in figure 13 may therefore
be attributed at least partly to the efFectof time lag in the
stabilization device. The calculated period, which was

srelatively unaffected by time lag, is in fairly good agreament
with the period determined from @@t records for all values
of Cl, where oscillations could be obtained. These results

indicate that ahnost no variation in period occurred through-
out the range of 0~ The calculated response of the model
for a value of C% of 3.13 (fig. 14) illustrates the aperiodic
divergence which made it impossible to obtain a quantita-
tive measurement of damping in the flight tests for large
positive values of Cl,.

The most noticeable change in stability observed in the
fIight tests was the severe spiral divergence encountered
with high positive values of Cl,. Spiral instability occurred
with a value of Cl, of about 0.3 and became more severe as
C,r was increased. With a value of C,, of 3.1 (case 20),
this spiral instability was so great that most of the flights
ended in ciashes. This increase in spiral instability ob-
served in the flight tests is predicted by the damping cal-
culations of figure 13 and is illustrated by the calculated ,
response to rolling and yawing disturbances in figure 14,

In the flight tests the spiral stability appeared to be imp-
roved as Cl, was increased in the negative direction since
the model would fly for long periods of time with controls
fixe& This increase in spiral stability was also predicted
by the calculations. (See fig. 13.) The long-period heavily
damped oscillation, which the calculations show is fornmd
from the merger of the spiral and rolling modes in the
negative Cl, range, was not apparent in the fright tests.

??rom these results the variation of the derivative Or,
‘appeam to offer very little hope for improving the overall
lateral stability characteristics of an airplane. This deriva-
tive, howevar, may in some cases be used to redistribute
the damping between the oscillatory and aperiodic modes if
surplus damping of the aperiodic modes is initially present.
Prehinary calculations have indicated that the damping
of the oscillation obtained with C% aIone could be improved
appreciably by utihzing Cl, to redistribute part of the excess
damping of the spiralmode to the oscillatory mode.

control.-As Cz, was varied in the positive direction, the
model became more maneuverable but the controllability
became worse. The increased maneuverability caused the
model to be highly responsive to the slightest control dc-
fhction at the higher values of Cl, so that the model became
very difiicult to contiol. Many of the flights with a value of
C,, of 3.1 ended in crashes because the model was inad-
vertently overcontroIIed; yet, reducing the control deflec-
tion did not seam advisable because ruttimes large control
deflections were required to recover from the rapid roll-off
into a spiral. (See fig. 12.) In this case the model appeared

to be highly maneuverable when the pilot rolled the modol

horn an initial wings-level flight attitude; however, in the

attempt to recov,pr kom a large angle of bank following such

a roll-off, application of full opposite control did not produce

immediate recovery. The maneuverability in this condition

was therefore considered not entirely satisfactory. Bectuw

of the inability to establish a definite overd.1 estinmto of

the maneuverability with positive values of cl,, no maneu-

verabilityratinga were assigned for these conditions in table II.
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When Cl, was varied in the negative direction (cases 16

and 17), the controllability became worse because corrective
control was required to prevent the unstable oscillation
from building up to large amplitudes. Even at the highwt
negative value of C’1, tested, however, the oscillatory in-
stability was easily controlled.. The maneuverability of
the model was satisfactory in the negative range of Cl,
and was not appreciably ditl%rentfrom that of the basic
condition.

General flight behavior.-’llb only improvement in the
general flight behavior that resulted from mmying Clr was
obtained with a very small positive increase (from 0.13 to
0.3), and this improvement was very slight. In this condi-
tion (case 18) the slight increase in oscillatory stabili~ was
considered more importsmt to the general flight behavior
than the decrease in controllability. With further positive
increases in Ctr (cases 19 and 20), the general fight behavior
became worse. despite th~ increase in osc~akmy stability.
Poor controllability and severe spiral instability, which
more than offset the increased damping of the lateral oscilla-
tion, were the causes of this poor genend tlight behavior.
& C,, was increased in the negative direction, the unstable
oscillation caused the general ilight behavior of the model
to become worse.

.

These results indicate that very little improveme@ in
overall fright behavior of an airplane can be obtained with
a change in Clr, except, ‘perhaps, in the case of an airplane
with a substantial amount of aperiodic stability in the basic
condition.

EFFECT OF YAWING MOMENT DUE TO ItOLLING C.P

Increasing the value of C%in the positive direction caused
a very r~pid improvement in damping of the Iater”d oscilla-
tion, but this improvement in damping was obtained at the
espense of the normally well-damped rolling mode. The
decrease in the stability of the ‘rolling mode caused the
controllability and hence the general flight behavior of the
model to become progressively worse.

Dynamic stability.-The results of flight tests indicated
that a small positive increase in the value of C% caused a
kirge improvement in damping of the lateraI &cillation.
The time histories of figure 15 show that as the value of
C% was increased horn –0.07 (basic wndition) to 0.3 the
neutrally stable oscillation became welldamped. For this
vilue of C% the oscillation damped to”onehalf amplitude in
about 0.8 second. With further increases in the vahe of
C% to 0.9, quantitative values for damping of the oscillation
could not be measured from the flight rewrds because the
poor lateral flight behavior of the model required ahnost
constant wrrective control. h this range of CnP(casw 23
to 25), however, it was apparent to the pilot that the damp-
ing of the oscillation was increas~ with increasing CW
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FIGURE 16.—Flight records of the lateral motions for various

. Vahles of C.v.

(See table IL) Sustained flight was impossible with values
of C% greater than 0.9.

The results of flight tests indicated-that as C.nwas varied
in the negative direction from the basic conditio~ the lateral

oscillation became unstable. Because of this increase in

oscillatory instabili@, the negative range of C%P th~t wuld

be experimentally investigated was very limited, With

negative values of C% larger than — 0.7, the model was

unflyable.
- In the wmpqison of the experimental and calculated

oscillatcny stability of the model for various values of 0.2

(fig. 16), the theory is seen to be in fairly good agreement with
the experimental results for damping of the oscillation. The
increase in period for smaIIpositive values of Cb predicted by
the cdculatio~, however, was not observed in <he flight tests,

The calculations predict Q wntinued increase in damping

of the short-period oscillation for positive values of (YmP

larger than the maximum value tested (0.9) for which flights

wuld be made. The calculated response of the model. (fig.

17) for the value of C% of 0.88 shovrs the aperiodic divergence

D
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which made a quantitative mess.qrement of damping im-
possible to obtain in the fight t~ts for this case. In the
negative range of C% the calculations verify the highly

unstable oscillation observed in the”flight tests.
The improvement in oscillato~ stability with positive

values of CnPwas accompanied by a decrease ;mthe stability
of the aperiodic phases of the motion. Flight tests were
limited in this range by a type of instability which bore a
close resemblance to the spiral instability observed in the
flight tests with positive C+ The model be~e very
touchy to fly as C% ww incre~ed UP ~ 0.4 ~d be-e
extremely diflictit to control for values of C% greater than
0.4. Because of this instability sustained flight was impos-

sible for values of C% greater than 0.9. As the -due of
C% wns varied through this range (–0~07 to 0.9), the pilot
complained of an increasingly strong tendency of the model
to go into a tight turn in response to normal aileron control.
To the pilot this tendency appeared to be a severe case of
spiral instability. The results of calculations, however,
show that the stability of the spiralmode remained unchanged
up to ; value of C%of 0.5, whereas the stalility of the rolling
mode decreased rapidly. (See fig. 16.) A decrease in
stability of the rolling mode therefore might sometimes be
mistaken for spiral instability.

The calculated results in figure 16 show that, although
the rolling mode remained stable up to the point of its merger
with the spiral mode at a value of C~Pof about 0.55, it was
considerably less damped than in any other flight condition
experienced in these tests. At the value of C=, of 0.55, the

two aperiodic modes merged to form a long-period oscillation
which became unstable at a value of C=Pof about 0.65. This
oscillation was not observed in the flight tests because of its
extremely long period of over 40 seconds. Immediately after
it became unstable, the long-period oscillation broke up to
form two new aperiodic modes, one of which became increas-
ingly unstable as CSPwas increased further.

The results of these tests and calculations indicate that
the derivative C=pmight possibly be useful for redistributing
the natural damping of an airplane in cases where the air-
plane has more than adequate damping of the rolling mode.
The results of reference 2 indicate that the use of C.p in
combination with Clv will provide an increase in oscillatory
stability without a loss in rolling stability since, as previously
dkcussed, the use of the derivative Cl, alone causes a large
increase in the stabili~ of the rolling mode. Use of (.?np
alone, however, obviously is limited to values less than those
which would cause the undesirable aperiodic motions experi-
enced in these tests.

Control.-Despite the increased damping of the lateral
oscillation as C.Pwas increased from 0.3 to 0.4 (cases 23 and
24), the controllability of the model became worse as a result
of the increase in apparent spiral instabili~. With small
positive increases in the value of C=, ,the m.ueuverabili~
of the model improved, and with the highest positive value
of C.P covered in the tests (0.9, case 25), the model appeared
io be highly maneuverable when the pilot rolled the model
from an initial wings-level attitude. As in the ease of high
positive Cl,, in an attempt to recover bm a lwge angle of
bank following such a roll-off, application of full opposite
control did pot produce immediate recovery. The maneu-
verability in this case was therefore considered not entirely
satisfactory. Because of the inabiLityto establish an overall
estimate of the maneuverability with positive values of CnP,
no maneuverability ratings were made for these conditions
in table II.
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When C% was varied in the negative direction the con-

trollability became poor because constant corrective control

was required to prevent the unstable oscillation from build-

ing up to a large amplitude. The model was uncontrollable

with vrduee of C.P more negative than — 0.7. There waa no

appreciable change in the maneuverabili~ of the model witi”

negntive increases in C.P.

General flight behavior,-The increased damping of the

oscillation obtained with the small positive valuei of CmP pro-

vided an improvement in the general flight behavior despite

the decrease in apparent spiral stability. The plot felt

that, with the small positive values of CmP, the slight tendency

toward spiral instability (which, in reality, mas decreased

damping of the rolling mode) was not highly objectionable

becm3e only small amounts of corrective control were re-

quired. With further positive increases in the value of C.=,

however, the unstable aperiodic tendency became so severe

that the general flight behavior was unsatisfactory even

though the oscillatory stability continued to improve. When

C,, was varied in the negative direction tiom the basic con-

dition, the general flight behavior became worse because of

the unstable oscillation.

COMPARISON OF EFFE~ OF THE ItO~ARY DERIVATIVES

Dynamio stability and general flight behavior,-The s~-

mary of results presented in figure 18 provides an indication

of the relative merit of changes in the various derivatives.

This summary, which is based on the flight ratings for os-

cillatory stability and general tlight behavior (table II),

compares the improvement in oscillatory stability and the

nccomprmying changes in general flight behavior obtained

by vmying the different derivatives.

Use of C., nppeara to produce the most satisfactory reindts

since it provided the greatast amount of damping of the

osc”~ation before introducing adverse tlight characteristics.

Although the results of figure 18 show that C~p produced

approximately the same maximum damping of the oscillation

as ‘C~,, the poor maneuverability caused by the stiffness in

roll which resulted from negative increases in CIP prevented

good flight behavior horn being obtained. In fact, for values

of the derivatives of about —2 or –3 where the damping

WrLS essentially the same for the two derivatives, the flight

behavior for C,, was considered poor whereas that for C+

was good.

Although the two cross derivatives Cl, and CXP actually

produced a greater improvement in the damping of the

oscihtion than the two damping derivatives Cn~ and CZP,

they provided less improvement in general flight behavior.

In fuct, because of the severe apparent spiral instability
produced by increases in these derivatives, satisfactory
general flight behavior could not be obtained for any condi-
tion in which Cl, was varied, and only barely satisfactory
general flight behadior could be obtained with C%,.
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FIGUEE18.—Effeot of variation in rotary de&ativea on general flight
behavior and osoillatorg stability. (Data from table II.)

Amount and distribution of the damping of the system,—
For a better understanding of the eflects of the derivatives
on the oscillatory stability and general flight behavior, both
the changes in total damping of the system and the redis-
tribution of this damping between the various lateral modes
must be considered. The results presented in figure 19 show .
the way each derivative affects the total damping of the
system. In this comparison the damping is expressed in
terms,of the ratio B/A where A and B are coefficients of the

iiret two terms of the lateral-stability quartic equation.
This ratio is proportional to the total -damping. (See

refs. 1 and 2.)

These results show that changes in any of the four deriva-

tives can cause increases in the total dampimg. The greatest

increase in damping per unit change in a derivative was

obtained with negative increases in the value of CID. In-

creasing the value of C% negatively was about one-seventh
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as effective w increasing Cld and increas@ Cl, or Cnpin
the positive direction .vrasabout one-fourteenth as eilective
as increasing Cl.. 13xamination of the coaflkient B of @e
qmrtic equatiori indicates that the differences in the effectsi

of the derivatives on the total damping are directly related

to the differences in the inertia parameters Kz2, K#, and
Kxz. Because of this relationship the ratio of the changea

of total damping is merely a reflection of the ratio of the
. “ inertia pmameters; that is, KZ2 is approximately 7 time9

K# and 1A times Kxz..

Although changes in the values of the cross derivatives
did affect the t.dal damping of the system, these changes
primarily caused a redistribution of the damping between
the various latmid modes. These eifects are import~t when
possible combinations of derivatives are being considered for
improving the damping of the lateral oscillation without

.
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adversely affecting the stability of the aperiodic modes,

Such a balance of stability may be accomplished by arti-

ficially increasing one of the damping derivatives and then

varying the proper cross derivative to provide the desired

distribution of the ~amping between the various lateral

modes.

Comparison with Air Force and Navy damping require-

ments,—li order. to evaluate the effectiveness of the

individual rotary derivative in improving the damping of

s .,
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the oscillation fo~ rLfull-scale airplane, the calculated damp-
ing has been compared with the Air Force and Navy damping
requirements. (See refs. 10 and 11.) In this comparison
(presented in fig. 20) the period and the damping factor
hove been scaled up so that the results can be compared
directly with the damping requirements. In scaling up

these values”the model was assumed to be a ~scale model

of an airplane; therefore, the period of the model was multi-
plied by 3 and the damping factor was divided by 3.

These results indicate that, in order to satisfy the require-
ments, Cc, would have to be changed from —0.21 to —0.66,
0,, from –0.32 to —0.53, C~ from 0.13 to 0.78, or CSPhorn
–O.O7 to O.O7. A brief analysis has indicated that (if lag
rmd nonlinearities me neglected) any of these changes can
bo obtained with an Artificial-stabilization system utilizing
convention&size control surfaces. It should be empha-
sized, however, that no general conclusions should be drawn
from these results since they &re for one airplane and one
flight condition.

A comparison of figures 18 and 20 indicates that increas-
ing any of the derivatives except (?%increased the damping
enough to meet the Air Force and ATavyrequirements before
the general flight behavior became unsatisfactory for some
other reason. Another important point that can be seen
in the comparison of figures 18 and 20 is that the apparent
superiority of the derivative Cnp in providing damping of
the lateral oscillation vim not realized because of the severe
apparent spiral instability that resulted with large positive
values of this derivative.

SUGGESTIONSFOR FUTURERESEARCH

The present report covers a part of ah investigation to
determine the beat means for improving the dy&mic lateral
stability of airplanes by means of artificial-stabilization
systems. TIIis phase was concerned primarily with the
independent variation of the four rotary stability deriva-
tives. Another phase of the investigation should be con-
cerned with the use of combinations of these derivatives
because it ippears possible to increase the total damping of
the system with one of the damping derivatives and then to
redistribute this damping to the various lateral modes by
means of n cross derivative in order to obtain good oscilla-
tory stability without impairing the other flight charac-
teristics.

The present investigation was concerned with pure changes
in the four rotary derivatives. Since practical artiiicial-
stabilimtion systems will have a ce~tain amount of lag and
nordinearitiea, they cannot produce pure changes in the
derivatives. Preliminary calculations indicated that appre-
ciable changes in stability may be caused by time lag in the,
artificial-stabilization system. A study should therefore be

undertaken to determine the ways in which the results of
the present investigation would be altered by the intro-
duction of these additional factors.

The results presented in the present report are for only
one particular configuration and for one flight condition.
Similar results for this. and other configurations for a wide
range of flight conditions should be obtained since the effects
of artificial stabilization may vary widely with changes in
the basic conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

The r~ults of the investigation to determine the effects
on dynamic lateral stability and control of large artificial
variations in the rotary stability derivatives may be sum-
marized as follows. Although these results do not apply
directly to airplanes or flight conditions other than those
investigated, the trends of the results presented are believed
to provide a qualitative indication of the general eilects of
large variations of the stability derivatives.

1. The calculated results were in qualitative agreement .
with the experimental results in predicting the general trends
in flight characteristics produced by large changes in the
stabili~ derivatives, but in some cases the calculations in
which time lag was neglected were not in good quantitative
agreement with the experimental results In these cases,
check calculations made by taking into account time lag
indicated that these discrepancies could be attributed to
the effect of the small constant time lag in the stabilization
device used.

2. The only derivative which provided a large increase in
damping of the lateral oscillation without adversely affecting
other flight characteristics was the yawing moment due to
yawing Cq. Because of the limitations imposed by the
relatively small size of the test section of the “Langley free-
fight tunnel, however, the flight characteristics of the model
were not appreciably influenced by the stiilness in turning
maneuvers which has been found objectioqable in some
airplanes equipped with yaw dampers Oscillatory insta-
bility was produced by extreme immases in C% in the nor-
mally stabilizing direction (negative direction).

3. Ilmreaaing the rolling moment due to rolling CIP to
moderately large n6gative values produced substantial in-
creases in the damping of the lateral oscillation but caused
an objectionable stiflness in roll. Further negative increases
in CIPdid not cause additional iucrenses in the damping of
the lateral oscillation and made the stifhms in roll more
obj actionable.

4. increasing the rolling moment due to yawing C%in the
positive direction produced an increase in the damping of
the lateral oscillation but caused an undesirable spiral
tendency. . .
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5. Increasing the yrLwiw moment due to rolling Cnp in the

positive direction produced a greater incymse in ‘&e damping
of the lateral oscillation than that produced by any other
derivative but it caused an undesirable spiral tendency before
adding a substantial amount of damping.

Some preliminary calculation have indicated that the
use of combinations of derivatives such as C-Pand C’zPor C%
and C% should be more satisfactory than the use of single
derivatives for increasing the damping of the lateral oscil-
lation without impairii other flight characteristics.

LANGLBY bRONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY Co mmrmm FOE AERONA~ICS,

lhNGLEY l?nmD, VA., June 20, 1969.
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